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Japanese Heart
Produced by DOYAKAI

Japanese Heart is a comprehensive restaurant search site for allergy sufferers, vegans/vegetarians, and halal food lovers.

We only list "stores that support food safety," which are supervised and recommended by food experts.

[Japanese Heart App] Store Support Project
Japanese Heart

Produced by DOYAKAI

The coupon has no time limit and no number limits.  You can use them as much as
 you want!

Show the coupon inside the app when you use it.

●

●

A social contribution app based on the 
concept of the SDGs and food loss reduction.  

You can start from 10 yen per-day!
Use coupons to support the stores!

Japanese Heart is a comprehensive restaurant search site for allergy sufferers, vegans/vegetarians, and halal food lovers.

We only list "stores that support food safety," which are supervised and recommended by food experts.

Japanese
Produced by DOYAKAI

Coupons can be used at all stores listed on the app.

Register for
the web app
from here!Japanese Heart

Search for "Japanese Heart" now!

The more you visit the store and use the coupons, the more you can save money ! 
This is a members-only application. A portion of the profit will be returned to the
stores listed on the app.

●

Save even more with a long-term membership!●

【Japanese Heart】A restaurant search site for food minorities.  Supervised and recommended by experts.



Partner
Companies

The number of 
stores listed on 
the web app 
is increasing!

Choice of plans. 
The longer you stay 
with us, the more
 you can save!

Show the 
coupon screen
 at the store 
in advance.

Due to the Corona disaster, the severe situation of a series of restaurant closures still continue today…

This is a social contribution app
that costs only 10 yen per-day.

We want to support vegetarian, vegan, halal,
and allergy-friendly restaurants!!

1 month plan from 330 yen
3 month plan from 900 yen
12 month plan from 3,000 yen

All-You-Can-Use Coupon Plan

*When the plan reaches its expiration date, a renewal notice will be displayed in the app.

First time only! New Registration Campaign

　　　　　　　　　ー　　　　

＋7 days (1 week) coupon extension

＋14 days (2 weeks) coupon extension

　　　　　　　　　

(300 yen per month)

(250 yen per month)

The store
will tap
to confirm.

A portion of
the profits are
returned
to the store.

Expanding
nationwide.

Choose from
3 plans to
support
restaurant


